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There is a rich heritage of literature related to the whaling industry. Much of it is documentary, natural history, and of a scientific nature; but at least one great work of art, Moby Dick, has emerged. Remarkably little has been contributed by the medical profession; remarkable because from the seventeenth century British whalers carried a surgeon as part of the crew, and he would have been the one man aboard with the requisite education and scientific training to observe and record events occurring during the voyage. The surgeon lived in the cabin and messed with the captain and mate. Very often he had just taken his degree and had not yet settled into his practice. The reasons for a doctor to undertake a voyage on a whaler were varied-financial, love of adventure, and a desire to see new and unexplored parts of the globe, initially the Arctic, then the Pacific and South Seas, and, from the early part of this century, the Antarctic.
Such early diaries and reminiscences of the ship's surgeon as exist make fascinating reading. They serve as important records of the methods of whaling, the whale hunt itself, the equipment used, and provide early descriptions of the biology of the whale. The surgeon would return with many biological specimens, which often formed the basis for important collections. is a brief, non-fatal illness of headache, fever, diarrhoea, and a bright red rash. The incubation period is a matter of hours, the onset abrupt, and the illness lasts from three to six hours and is always over by 24 hours. Although as little as 20 mg histamine/ 100 g flesh may cause symptoms, the usual dose is in excess of 100 mg/100 g.5
The great days of whaling are over. In the early part of this century factory ships were developed and accelerated the decline of an industry that had already squandered the resources on which it depended. These factory ships brought a new dimension of health care to the whaling crew; and a new literature of life in the frozen south emerged in which medical writers have made their own contributions. Excellent though these be, they cannot equal in importance the early writings of the whaling surgeons.
Illness of Dorothy Wordsworth
IRIS I J M GIBSON Dorothy Wordsworth was a very striking woman whose intelligence, character, and sensibility impressed people at first view as vital and unique. She had a gift for words that really exceeds that of both William and Coleridge and often gave rise to their finest poetry when they converted her prose into their poetry.
When I first read her journals and letters I had not had an attack of migraine, but when I came to do so again I had had many attacks and instantly recognised that she suffered from migraine. In 1804 she wrote William's opinion of her illness, "He bids me add that I alwzays begin with sickness and that any agitation of mind either of joy or sorrow will bring it on." She said of herself, "It is natural to me to do everything as quickly as I can and at the same time." This seems to me to be the pattern of a particular type of migrainous personality, where the person scarcely seems happy without having so much to do that she can scarcely contend with it. Dorothy did not have unilateral headache, eye symptoms, or paraesthesiae. She obviously had anorexia, vomiting, photophobia, and typical relief by sleep and by lying down in a darkened room. Quite strikingly she might Southern General Hospital, Glasgow IRIS I J M GIBSON, MA, FRCP GLASG, consultant physician in geriatric medicine have several days of extreme activity culminating in headache, but after a short period of sleep would be able to return to overactivity. On one occasion, however, she said, "I lay in bed to have a Drench of sleep till one o'clock." Any sufferer from migraine knows exactly what she means and exactly what she sought. There are 63 probable references to migraine in the journals, but there were erasures in the manuscript by an unknown person and some of these referred to illness.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
I regard her attacks as multifactorial in origin, due to considerable physical and mental activity, to the stress of William's problems and struggles with composition, and her undue anxiety about him. At this time Samuel Taylor Coleridge played a large part in their lives. He was a poet of genius, a man of great vitality and charm, evasive, an opium addict, and had an unhappy marriage. I am in no doubt that Dorothy found him sexually attractive and that this and Coleridge's own problems contributed to the migraine. It is not so much when Coleridge is actually present that she gets migraine but farewells precipitate attacks.
I wondered if the migraine could be related to late hours, since the Wordsworths often did not go to bed until 11, 12, or 1. If they were in talkative mood or William had insomnia or Coleridge was there, bedtime could be half past three or four in
